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Fantastic
Start
2019-20 SY

A Word from the Principal
Iain Macfarlane

Dear Parents,
Our school year is off to a fantastic start. Our mission as a school is to prepare
our students to “enter top universities worldwide and become responsible,
contributing citizens in a rapidly changing world.”
We have been fortunate to welcome many new students and teachers into BFS.
They are joining a student and faculty body that cares about an environment
where everybody succeeds socially and academically. Mrs. Ness, our amazing
Counselor, has added to her elementary lessons from last year by starting
dedicated lessons for middle and high school students. Her lessons, focusing on
inclusiveness and respect for all, lies at the heart of what it means to be a BFS
Shark. This complements the thoughtful work of our elementary teachers who,
using the Responsive Classroom approach, focus on student responsibility in
creating an environment that is safe, supportive, and joyful.
We have added new classes in middle and high school. Ms. Gaynor is now
providing academic enrichment classes to ensure that all students succeed.
Ms. Pochon and Dr. Grant are taking our music program in an exciting new
direction. The addition of Mr. Hanawalt to our math department has allowed
us to diversify and focus our instruction. Finally, Mrs. Williams is offering a new
Makerspace class in high school, allowing students to design with cutting edge
technology.

We are very proud of the academic achievement of all of our students.
I want to highlight the success of our High School students in our
Advanced Placement classes. 51 BFS students took 124 different
Advanced Placement exams, and an unbelievable 94% of them
achieved a three or higher. This past summer, we celebrated our first
cohort of students who earned the prestigious AP Capstone Diploma.
We can achieve these phenomenal results because we have a firstclass teaching faculty. We recruit the best teachers by focusing on
attracting teachers who add experience, intelligence, and care to
our outstanding learning community. This past year, our teachers
dedicated themselves to improving their craft by attending over 60
different conferences, courses, and seminars. At BFS, we hosted our
first-ever weekend workshop for administrators in September from
Kagan Korea. Every person in our school is a committed learner.
By far, the biggest reason for our students’ success is the collaboration
between students, teachers, and parents. To foster the home-school
connection, we have moved Parent-Teacher Conferences earlier in the
quarter. This connection is crucial. Your participation in your child’s
academics and our PTSO makes us a better school.
Parents, I hope you share my pride in knowing that BFS has students
who are guided by a dedicated faculty to embody the best qualities
of a BFS Shark. Students who are Socially Conscious, Hardworking,
Articulate, Respectful, and Knowledgeable. With your continued
support and participation in our school, this will be a fantastic year of
social growth and academic learning for all of us.
Iain Macfarlane
BFS Principal
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2019-2020 SY BFS Spirit T-Shirts
Congratulations Jian H . We can’t wait to see your design in this year’s Spirit Shark Shirt. Your design was voted the preferred by most students.
Runner ups will be announced and rewarded during Founder’s Day Pep rally. Go Sharks!

2nd Most Vote - Anika (Grade 12)

Winner - Jian (Grade 12)
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3rd Most Vote - Arina (Grade 11)
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2019-2020 SY First PTSO Meeting
The Parent Teacher Support Organization is the forum within the school through which parents contribute with the creation of a healthy and
tight community at BFS. The PTSO meets every first Friday of the month (please check the school’s website for upcoming meeting dates). We
like taking time and go for lunch together after the meeting, as a way to know each other better, and create connections.
Our first meeting took place on Friday September 6th. Several parents volunteered to represent us at some of the upcoming key dates and
events at BFS. Thank you all for your support!

BFS Invests in its Staff:
Kagan Cooperative Meetings Workshop Hosted at BFS
Teacher leaders and administrative staff at BFS continued to grow professionally on August 30 and
September 1. BFS hosted a two day workshop on Cooperative Meetings led by Kagan Korea-Guam to
help leaders at BFS plan meetings that engage participants in dialogue and the decision making process
This training furthers the school’s focus on Cooperative Learning and extends those practices from the
classroom to faculty meetings.
Participants benefited from several key take away ideas such as; the need for dialogue to precede
consensus building and the importance of trust in building a supportive and cooperative environment.
Relational trust includes development of personal regard for colleagues, respect for ideas, valuing
competency of instruction, and overall integrity. All participants learned that stronger trust in a school
leads to gains in school improvement. Consensus building does not mean that everyone is in total
agreement, but it does mean that all voices are heard and that all team members agree to support the
decision.
Kagan packages materials for ease of use, creating a convenient way for team leaders to begin to utilize
the main strategies presented during the workshop. These strategies are called “structures” in the Kagan
model. One such structure is called “Talking Chips”, in which teammates are given a chip which they lay
down in the table’s center when they contribute to the discussion. After all four members of the team
have laid down their chip, the chips are collected, and the conversation continues. Such structures allow
for all voices to be heard, preventing one team member from dominating a conversation and allowing
soft spoken or introverted members of a group to contribute. During the two day event school leaders
practiced over a dozen structures.
Teacher leaders also learned the value of effective communication. For example, paraphrasing what
others have said is critical to achieve understanding. Throughout the workshop participants practiced
paraphrasing as an aid to ensure that the speaker has been heard and understood.
Participants from several schools in Seoul and Daegu joined BFS staff for the two day session, providing
an opportunity to build professional networks and learn together with a diverse group of educators. Each
participant who completed the workshop will earn a certificate of completion from the Kagan institute.
The leader of the workshop, Chris Lowe, thanked Mr. MacFarlane for hosting the event, noting the
excellent facilities at BFS, the outstanding logistical support provided by the school, and expressing the
hope for a continued professional relationship between BFS and Kagan Korea-Guam.
The workshop utilized strong instructional techniques, illustrating best practices for student and staff
engagement. These included several brain breaks during which teachers and administrators played
follow the leader or completed other right brain/left brain challenges to help ensure good cognitive
function. Tasty snacks and strong coffee also aided in engagement and retention of information.
By Carl Brenneman (BFS Vice-Principal)
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Fire Drill
Did you know that throughout the year BFS practices several fire and earthquake evacuation drills? This helps prepare everyone on campus to
respond quickly, calmly, and safely to an emergency situation. Our first fire drill for the year took place on Thursday, August 29th. Well done
BFS staff and students!

First Day of 2019-2020 School Year!
The most important day of a person’s education is the first day of school, not Graduation Day (Harry Wong - educator, educational speaker and
author). At BFS we are off to a great start!
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August SOM
BFS is moving to monthly elementary assemblies to celebrate our Student Learner Outcomes. Our “Socially Conscious” assembly was led by
the 4th graders and we loved how they brought the entire community together to talk about what it means to be a caring shark.

Reading Buddies
Elementary reading buddies program is back: Grade 5 visited grade on Friday, August 23rd and spent some time reading to each other.

www.busanforeignschool.org
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AP Arts Class
Did you know that for the second year in a row, all students enrolled in of our AP Arts class received a 5 (highest possible score) in their AP?
Shout out to their teacher Ms. Soohyun Hwang! Here are some pictures of their works.
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2019-2020 SY NHS Members
The following is a list of students in the National Honor Society, an
internationally-recognized organization that is founded on the pillars
of scholarship, leadership, service, and character. Special shout out to
the new members: Wendell Beasley (12), Eunsaem Park (10), Ewon Kim
(10), Lucy Park (10), and Chiyeon Lee (10) ! All teachers, faculty, parents,
students, community members, etc. are invited to the National Honor
Society induction on Friday, October 4th at 3:45 pm in the auditorium. This
will be a quick ceremony to commemorate the new inductees.

2019-20 SY NHS Members

1. Anika Cho (12)

10. Jun Kim (12, Historian)

2. Claire Bae (11)

11. Nastya Kim (12)

3. Edward Hwang

12. Oleg Kim (12, Treasurer)

(12, Vice President)

13. William Lee (11)

4. Ejew Kim (12, Co-President)

14. Won Jeong Uhm (12)

5. Hammad Shaikh(11)

15. Wendell Beasley (12)  

6. Haram Choi (12)

16. Eunsaem Park (10)

7. Hidaya Mansour (11)

17. Ewon Kim (10)

8. Jena Lee (12, Co-President)

18. Lucy Park (10)

9. Jin Kim (11, Secretary)

19. Chiyeon Lee (10)

University Visits
September and October are the “college visit months” at BFS. University college reps come to the school and talk to our students about their
institutions, and what makes them unique. Remember Mr. Saunders, BFS College Counselor, is also there to help you make the best choice for
you. BFS university acceptances are a testimony to our academics, environment, and student support.
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Awards, Accolades and Honors
We saw 51 BFS students sit for 124 AP exams this past AP testing season — the most test takers in the school’s history. 31 of these test takers
earned some degree of recognition for their hard work and achievement. We also saw our first cohort earn their AP Capstone Diploma.

7 AP SCHOLARS

5 AP SCHOLARS WITH HONORS

14 AP SCHOLARS WITH DISTINCTION

Granted to students who receive scores
of 3 or higher on three or more AP Exams.

Granted to students who receive an
average score of at least 3.25 on all AP
Exams taken, and scores of 3 or higher
on four or more of these exams.

Granted to students who receive an average score of at
least 3.5 on all AP Exams taken, and scores of 3 or higher
on five or more of these exams.

• Allison Borel, 2019
• Mina Cho, 2019
• Junhyun Kim, 2020
• Diana Lee, 2020
• Liza Tcaturian, 2020
• Brian Yang, 2020
• Jin Kim, 2020

• John Hong, 2020
• Edward Hwang, 2020
• Arina Khan, 2020
• Ilya Kim, 2019
• Jenna Lee, 2020

• Amaya Anzola, 2019
• Ruth Chung, 2019
• Min Jeong, 2019		
• Aniko Cho, 2020		
• Nastya Kim, 2020
• Ejew Kim, 2020		
• Sunny Kim, 2019

• Patrick Kim, 2019
• Wontag Kim, 2019
• Yuna Lee, 2019
• Phoebe Lien, 2019
• Nauman Sheik, 2019
• Zenith Shrestha, 2019

We are also proud to acknowledge our first cohort of students to earn the prestigious AP Capstone Diploma. The criteria for earning this
distinction is to complete a total of six AP courses including the rigorous AP Seminar and AP Research classes which require the completion
of a 20 page independent research project. To learn more about AP Capstone go to https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-capstone.

Congratulations to the following AP Capstone scholars!
• Min Jeong 2019
• Anika Cho, 2020
• Nastya Kim, 2020
• Wontag Kim, 2019
• Zenith Shrestha, 2019
What an amazing achievements for our hard working students and teachers!

BFS Club’s Fair
On Wednesday August 21st, we hosted the MS/HS After-School Activity Fair. Students had a chance to find out what BFS has to offer and
signed up for various activites.
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Elementary Futsal Divisional
On Friday, September 20th our BFS
Sharks ES Futsal teams played in the
Southern Korean Activities Conference
Divisional Tournament held at ISB.
It was a beautiful day for futsal and
our students really enjoyed the
experience. Each team was able to play
3 matches on the day and our teams
all competed well and displayed great
sportsmanship. On the day BFS scored
a total of 35 goals in 12 matches. The
girls A-team led the way with 21 goals,
while the boys A & B teams combined
for 10 goals and the girls B-team
scored 4 goals.

[Girls A-Team]

[Girls B-Team]

[Boys Team]

Maria : 7 Goals

Mina : 2 Goals

Elias : 4 Goals

Amber : 6 Goals

Maggie : 1 Goal

Jun : 2 Goals

Sophie : 4 Goals

Irene : 1 Goal

Sean : 2 Goals

Hadassah : 3 Goals

George : 2 Goals

Kristina : 1 Goal

By Patrick Galles (Athletic Director)
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High School Volleyball Divisional
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
The High School Girls Volleyball team went to Daegu to play in
the SKAC Divisional.
The A-Team, captained by Anika Cho, finished with 3 wins and
1 loss. They have improved immensely in their serves and
their hits. Anika ‘The Ultimate Weapon’ flipped point after
point with her powerful serves and Ejew ‘The Red Sniper’ held
the team together with her precise sets.
The B-Team, captained by Ewon Kim, finished with 2 wins
and 2 losses. The team came out in true Shark fashion, ready
to take a bite of the competition by defeating both GIFS and
DIS (B Team) in straight sets. Following their captain’s lead,
the breakout players Lucy Park, Claire Bae, Rheena Kim, and
Gaetane ‘The Secret Weapon’ Slootweg contributed to the
team with quick feet, loud communication, and long serve
rallies.
Despite falling short to DIS (A Team) in a third set and taking a
loss against their own BFS A Team teammates, the ladies look
forward to further development before the finals in October.
By Dr. Dylan Barnes (HS Girls Volleyball Coach)

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VOLLEYBALL
The HS boy’s volleyball teams traveled to DIS for a small round-robin
tournament on September 24.
The A-Team had a successful day with a record of 3-1. The best match and
competition was against DIS. Set 1 was neck and neck, both teams playing
hard and well. BFS won the set, but then the refs reversed a call, and the
set was no longer BFS’s. The boys kept playing and fighting for the win, but
there had been a shift in momentum and BFS ultimately lost 27-29.
The second set against DIS was just as competitive, as both teams were
eager to win. Although BFS lost that set 19-25, the team played hard and
improved as a unit. In that match alone, BFS had 12 kills, 4 blocks, and 7
aces.
A-Team is somewhat young this year, with only 3 returning players from last
years A team (Oleg Yuguy, Alex Lee, Sergei Chernov), but looks forward to
tremendous growth over the next month leading up to the finals.
The B-team played to a 2-2 record overall. The three B teams at the
tournament split their games, so there was no clear cut overall top team,
but following a complicated tie-breaking scheme BFS came in second place.
Ironically they beat the top-placed team in a head-to-head competition and
would have been the overall winning team in the B division if they had been
able to score two more points against GIFS.
As a team, there was tremendous growth in communication throughout the
day. Team “serve/receive” improved to the point where nearly 50% of the
serves passed were on target for the setter to choose least two options in
the offense. Serves in the opponent’s court rose to around 75%, only 5%
from the team goal of 80%.
Volleyball is a team sport, but coach Brenneman noted that leadership from
Nikita L. and Isaiah C. on the court helped the overall team success and
noted that Alex J. consistently delivered from the service line.
By Ms. Mary Taylor (HS Boys Volleyball Coach)
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IMAGES OF THE MONTH
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